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LET THEM EAT CAKELET THEM EAT CAKE
THE POWER OF TEAMWORK, FROSTING & FUN!

BENEFITS & RESULTS

• Boosts morale
• Promotes camaraderie
• Fosters collaboration
• Enhances communication skills
• Celebrates creativity
• Gives back to the community

PROGRAM LENGTH: 
Approximately 2 - 3 hours. We can accommodate 
your time constraints, if necessary.

GROUP SIZE: 
From a baker’s dozen well into the hundreds!

TEAM SIZE:
3 - 7 people per team

SPACE REQUIREMENTS:
No kitchen needed! A conference room, meeting 
room or pavilion with enough tables and chairs to 
accommodate your full group. A stage or open 
space at one end of the room is helpful.

IDEAL USE:
• Company retreats
• Annual gatherings
• New project kicko�s

Let them Eat Cake is a 
competitive cake decorating 

event in which team creativity, 
fun, communication and 
negotiation combine for 

delicious results!

Let them Eat Cake unleashes the creative energy that lurks 
inside all employees. Working in small teams, your group will 
conceptualize, design and decorate spectacular sheet cakes in 
this gently competitive event.

Individuals and teams soon realize they can have serious
fun designing and decorating a cake — even (or maybe
especially) if they’ve never done it before. This event begins
with delicious sheet cakes already baked to perfection, so
forget that old line about needing to break a few eggs. This
delicious team building event is all about decoration and
presentation. Naturally, we provide all cakes and a wild
assortment of decorating supplies.

Let Them Eat Cake is framed as a friendly competition. Your 
group is divided into teams, usually by departments, sales 
regions, or whatever makes sense. Or, add a dash of “random” 
and let TeamBonding assemble the teams. Either way, teams 
will have a great time working together and creating come up 
with a team name, along with a cheer or chant, before getting 
down to business.

Teams will sketch possible designs, and will work together to 
focus the vision behind their sweet masterpiece. Will they go 
for the company logo or some symbol that reflects how the 
team sees itself? Will it be a culinary caricature of your CEO?
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LET THEM EAT CAKELET THEM EAT CAKE
THE POWER OF TEAMWORK, FROSTING & FUN!

No kitchen. No baking. Just 
serious fun designing and
decorating delicious sheet 

cakes already baked to 
perfection. Teams use a wild 

assortment of decorating 
supplies to create a 

masterpiece!

The sky’s the limit — although we’re happy to steer everyone in
a common direction if you desire!

Once designs are set, they are sculpted according to each 
team’s plan, and the frosting begins to fly. Teamwork, 
diplomacy, bargaining, and plenty of laughter — all the
necessary ingredients — are mixed in liberally. The entire 
process is fun, engaging and memorable.

With our friendly TeamBonding Master of Ceremonies leading 
the way, teams will feel they are a part of a special event that 
pulls them together and fosters great camaraderie. When time 
is up, each group presents their creation, accentuated by their 
unique team cheer and an explanation of their design. We’ll 
customize award categories and prizes, based on your team 
building goals.

Want to add a philanthropic touch to your event?
We also can provide cupcakes for the group to decorate, and 
can coordinate the donation of all cupcakes to a local food 
bank, shelter or other worthy charity.

Any way you slice it, Let Them Eat Cake is a fabulous morale 
booster and a great way to pull everyone together.
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